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Our Story

In 2016 Startup Village was born under the wings of ACE incubator to let knowledge flow into society. University students found a safe harbour to start high-tech and science based startups at Startup Village.

But Startup Village is more. We believe in a knowledge-based society where innovation is the driving force of the economy. That's why we continuously bring the right shareholders together within our strong network of science, tech startups and business.

It all comes together to an inspiring place: Amsterdam Science Park where Startup Village is located.

On Startup Village you find:
- 450 workspaces
- 35 containers for future-proof startups
- 5 containers for meeting rooms
- 1 venture studio with 5 spaces
We started small, only 10 containers. Before we could even imagine, it was the place to be for startups!

Like-minded entrepreneurs collaborated and enjoyed the vibe and Friday afternoon BBQ’s. The extension was built in 2018, which resulted in the Startup Village as we know now.

2015  Signed the contract
2016  The construction phase
2017  The Venture Studio came
2018  The extension of our village
2019  Completed extension
Amsterdam Science Park

Amsterdam Science Park has become a vibrant melting pot where business, science, and innovation meet.

A balanced eco-system of education, research, businesses, open innovation, facilities, services, living units, sports and restaurants.

The park is focused on 4 main areas:

- Digital Data & AI
- Sustainability
- Life Sciences
- High Tech Systems & Materials
Focus Areas

Artificial intelligence

With the UVA, ICAI and leading AI startups on the Amsterdam Science Park, we define the status of AI, the research and the applied science of AI.

Our startups focus on societal issues as healthcare, foodproduction, sustainability and education..

Blockchain

Amsterdam has many specific blockchain startups like; Bitfury, GUTS Tickets, Dusk, and Cyber Capital.

That’s why Startup Village became partner of the Amsterdam Blockchain Lab. They inform governments, organisations and companies on blockchain.

Quantum Computing

Quantum Computing is evolving, and will change the world, that’s for sure!

On Amsterdam Science Park you will find Quantum Amsterdam and QuSoft.
The community, the connection with all the University initiatives and the vibe makes Startup Village unique and that's the reason why I'm here.

Megan Vasko
Product Manager
The New Fork

My first experience with SUV was joining the Halloween party on my first day with The New fork. It felt so inspiring to be around a group of people that not only have amazing ideas but are making them a reality!

Startup Village really has that great startup vibe where people help each other and everyone is open and friendly.

Alvise Sembenico
Co-Founder and CEO
Intrical AI

Megan Vasko
Product Manager
The New Fork

Padmini Gelderloos
Project Manager
Medimaat
What we offer You

**Branding**
- Associate yourself with Startup Village
- Your brand on Startup Village website & platforms
- Your vacancies on Startup Village website & platforms

**Network**
- Get access to the network/events on Amsterdam Science Park
- Benefit from Startup Village Community
- Meet entrepreneurial peers & corporate partners
- Free publicity

**Facilities**
- Join our monthly drinks
- Use our free co-working & meeting space (with discount)
- Benefit from special deals with service providers
At Startup Village we have workspaces available for everyone.

Find your best option
- Private offices (see next pages)
- Flex desks (195/mnd)
- Day offices
- Meeting rooms
- Event spaces
- Co-working and coffee corner

Contact us for more information.
Private Offices - Unit A

Unit A
Standard
- 13 m²
- € 480
- +/- 3 persons

Unit A
High ceiling + Airco
- 13 m²
- € 530
- +/- 3 persons

Prices excluding 21% VAT per month
Private Offices - Unit B

Unit B - Standard
- 27 m²
- € 1,125
- +/- 7 persons

Unit B - High ceiling + Airco
- 27 m²
- € 1,240
- +/- 7 persons

Prices excluding 21% VAT per month
Private Offices - Unit C

Unit C
Standard
- 56 m²
- € 2,250
- +/- 14 persons

Unit Double B
High ceiling + Airco
- 56 m²
- € 2,480
- +/- 14 persons

Prices excluding 21% VAT per month
Private Offices - Labs

Lab XL
- 70 m²
- € 3000
- +/- 19 persons

Lab XXL
- 83 m²
- € 3,750
- +/- 22 persons

Rooflab
- 42 m²
- € 1,850
- +/- 12 persons

Prices excluding 21% VAT per month
See You Soon!

Startup Village | Science Park 608 | 1098 XH Amsterdam
06 - 10 41 05 06 | hello@startupvillage.nl | www.startupvillage.nl